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Report from (name):  

Derek Rogers (Quality Assurance Advisor) 
 
The outcome of any action points from the last meeting:  

 

 None. 
 

Items needing to be brought to the committee’s attention for decision/approval, including costings if appropriate: 

 

 None - thank you. 
 

Items that are of strategic interest to the committee: 

 
Fire Risk Assessment – The Grange Site 
 

 The long awaited report of the Fire Risk Assessment of The Grange site undertaken in April 2016 
by Adam Course, BSc. (Hons), MIFireE, Phoenix Fire Consultancy Ltd., has been received and 
copied to Facilities. The document runs to 75 pages and so a summary of the main points is at 
the end of this report as Appendix A. 
 

 
Update on significant matters of general interest to the committee: 

 
Main House 
 

 The top part of the staircase from Reception to 1st Floor was rebuilt and a second handrail has 
also been fitted to this staircase. There has been one recent slight accident to a member of staff 
tripping going up the stairs, since the remedial work was carried out, but I don’t consider it to 
have been connected in any way to the initial issue. 

 

 Window restrictors limiting opening to around 4” (100mm) have been fitted to a number of 
windows on the 1st floor of Main House in rooms where people we support may access.   

 

 Some of the fire doors upstairs in the Main House on the kitchen and corridors have not been 
closing properly - intermittently. Issue resolved at time of writing. 

 
 

Miscellaneous 
 

 As my last report, in my view, there is a need for a similar door entry system to Residential Care 
to be fitted to the external doors of Victoria Lodge as it is not secure at the moment in day time 
as the external doors can be opened by anyone.  

 

 Extra signage has been added to the ‘one way’ access road past Residential Care, but some van 
drivers have been noted to ignore these. 
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APPENDIX A 
 

Main Points of Fire Risk Assessment April 2016 – Phoenix Fire Consultancy Ltd. 
 

Page Issue of concern Remedial Action 

12 Filters and ductwork from the gas 
cooker in the main kitchen.  

The filters need regular cleaning in house and the ductwork 
needs an annual contract for cleaning and records 
maintained. 
 

13 Venting / ducting from tumble 
driers. 

There should be an annual maintenance as a minimum and 
records maintained. 
 

15 Extension leads. The use of extension leads should be avoided. There should 
be a policy across the organisation of 1 plug per socket on 
suitably protected ring mains. 
  

15 Gas mains shut off isolators. The presence of such items should be shown on any 
premises / floor plans. All should be formally maintained 
and tested as per manufacturer’s instructions. 
 

23 Doors to store rooms on 
evacuation routes. 

All doors to storerooms on evacuation routes should be 
lockable, kept locked and have a sign FIRE DOOR KEEP 
LOCKED SHUT on the door. 
 

24 Emergency lighting. All areas of windowless accommodation, WCs for disabled 
people and WCs larger than 8m2 should have emergency 
lighting (e.g. Treetops flat, GB’s flat in VL). 
 

25 Fire Marshals. Fire Marshal training should be refreshed regularly (not 
defined but will adopt annual). 
 

26 Dangerous substances / 
hazardous materials (HAZMATS). 

All such substances should have suitable risk assessment 
and safe procedures for their use, handling and storage. 
Including pool chemicals. 
 

27 Pressurised gas cylinders (e.g. 
propane for barbecues). 

There should be a register of all gas cylinders and their 
location known at all times. Suitable fire safety training 
should be provided for the safe use and storage of 
pressurised gas cylinders. 
 

38 ‘Hot work’. There needs to be a formal Hot Work Policy for Facilities 
staff and contractors. 
 

39 Bare electrical wiring. Observed in roof void in Residential Care. Needs to be 
sheathed. 
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Page Issue of concern Remedial Action 

40  Combustible materials being 
close to or actually on top of 
extension leads. 

A site survey is needed to establish where this is an issue. 
 

40 Site - Portable heaters.  All portable heaters should ideally be oil-filled types rather 
than convectors, which could create a fire if placed next to 
combustible materials. 
 

40 Main House – Cellar lighting. Need to ensure that light bulbs are not in close proximity to 
combustible materials. Ensure any shelving does not permit 
combustible materials to be close to light bulbs / move the 
light fitting(s) 

40 Residential Care - Cedars laundry 
room vents. 

Vents leading into roof void. Cavity barrier needs repairing 
to provide at least 30 minutes fire resistance. 
 

41 Residential Care - Cavity barriers. These were breached in several places in the roof void in 
Residential Care and need repair. 
 

41 Residential Care – Immersion 
heater cupboard in Willows. 

Ceiling needs repair to the same fire resisting standard as 
the rest of the ceiling. 
 

41 Residential Care – Roof space. Compartmentation breaches in the roof space need to have 
wall(s) floor(s) and fire break(s) repaired to at least the fire 
resistance standard of the original. 
 

41 Residential Care - Boiler 
cupboard.  

Compartment walls and ceiling within the boiler cupboard 
on the side of Residential Care have been breached and 
need holes repaired to provide at least 30 minutes fire 
resistance. 
 

41 Main House – Ceiling and floor. Ceiling and walls were breached in several areas and need 
holes repaired to provide at least 30 minutes fire resistance. 
 

42 Across Site - Fire Panels.  Need to provide clear and concise Fire Zone Plans at all fire 
alarm panels with relevant fire alarm zones, device 
locations and other relevant information. 
 

42 Main House – Fire Panel. Need to lower the Fire Panel to a more suitable height. 
 

42 Magnolia SL Staff Office – Fire 
Panel.  

Need to move any other Fire Panel on site to a more 
suitable height (i.e. Magnolia). 
 

43 Supported Living Flats. Some flats / bedsits (not identified) were noted as not 
having adequate fire detection systems within and some 
flats (not identified) were noted as only having heat 
detection – need to check all accommodations for correct 
detectors in kitchens and escape routes. 
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Page Issue of concern Remedial Action 

43 Supported Living Flats bedrooms. Consider additional smoke detectors within the bedrooms 
of flats and bedsits. This is a recommendation from BS5839 
Part 1. 
 

43 Facilities Workshop.  Change the heat detector for a smoke detector and provide 
a vision panel in Mariusz’s office door or remove the office 
door. 
 

43 Roof Voids – Supported Living 
Flats and Residential Care. 

A full check needs to be made as any roof voids above 
accommodation areas, where there are sources of ignition 
(e.g. cooking) therein, should have automatic fire detection. 
 

44 Creative Arts and Textiles. Move the storage system / bookcase, as it is obscuring the 
fire extinguisher and manual call point. 
 

44 Fire Log Book. Need to ensure that all records are clear and concise for all 
fire related activities. 
 

45 Fire doors across the site. Noted that some doors had door seals missing (not 
identified where) a door was held open with a wedge (CAT) 
and a chair placed to keep an office door open (Maples 
despite a Dorgard being fitted). Also that a door closer was 
damaged and door gaps to door frame were too wide (not 
identified where). 
 
Need to carry out a site wide inspection of all fire doors and 
their suitability and check all door closing capabilities, 
smoke seals, signs, automatic closing device and then 
instigate a regular formal inspection process that allows the 
identification of faults at an early stage. 
 

46 Main House Cellar. The panel above the entrance door to the cellar needs to 
have a fire resistant frame and panels to the same 30 
minute fire resisting standard as the door. 
 

46 Residential Care – External doors 
to some bedrooms. 
  

Provide a ‘thumb turn’ lock to any bedroom door that is 
currently opened by a key and check all other doors in all 
parts of the whole site. 
 

46 Across Site – Secondary Exits. 
 

As above, consider providing a ‘thumb turn’ lock to any 
secondary exit door from premises or rooms that are 
currently opened by a key. (e.g.  
 

47 Victoria Lodge – Exit Door from 
Link Corridor. 
 

Need to provide a manual over ride button in case of 
interface issues with the fire alarm system. 
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Page Issue of concern Remedial Action 

48 Across Site - External emergency 
lighting. 

A whole site dark-time survey to BS5266 should be made in 
external areas for all external escape routes in order to 
assess the level of illumination. 
 

49 Maples – Electric Wheelchair / 
Scooters. 

Ensure that electric wheelchairs / scooters are not parked in 
single means of escape routes (e.g. AP’s bedroom 5 in 
Maples). The recommendation is that this room should 
have an external door or the wheelchair should be 
outdoors. RE’s scooter should ideally be charged and stored 
outside the building.  
  

50 Cedars – Door Closer. The door closer to AP’s bedroom 5 wasn’t working. 
 

51 Across Site - Fire Awareness 
Training. 

Suitable numbers of staff should be provided with on-going 
refresher fire awareness training in basic fire awareness 
and recorded. 
 

52 Across Site – Fire Marshals. Enough fire marshals need to be present within all relevant 
areas of the premises and at all normal hours of business. 
Enough fire marshals should be provided to cover for 
sickness and other leave. 
 

53 Fire Marshal Training. Should be repeated annually. 
 

54 Across Site - General Emergency 
Evacuation Plan (GEEP). 

Needs to be provided for the site. 
 
 

55 Across Site - Fire Log Book. 
 

Not all records of fire testing and maintenance were said to 
not to be available at the time of visit. 
 
Recommend a single Fire Log Book for the whole site or 
several books for different parts. 
 

55 Site Plans. Need site plans and floor plans for all buildings. 
 

56 Carbon Monoxide Detectors. Provide a least an integral battery operated standard CO 
detector with in each relevant room. 
 

57  Across Site – Unnecessary 
Combustible Materials. 
 

Unnecessary combustible materials were seen to be 
building up in a number of locations across the premises. 
Need to assess regularly what’s required, record such 
checks in the Fire Log Book, discards what isn’t needed and 
regularly monitor the whole site for build-ups. 
 

58 Main House – Conference Room. 
 

Not self-closing or fitted with smoke seals, etc. 
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Page Issue of concern Remedial Action 

59 Horticulture – Fuel Store Found insecure during visit. Must be secure at all times 
when not in immediate use. 
 

60 Main House – Ballroom. 
 

Occupancy should generally be restricted 100. Occasional 
occupancy 150 is considered acceptable providing that the 
Garden Room and its exit are also available. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Written on 161027Derek Rogers 


